
भारत

कंचनबाग

 
Ref: BDL/C-P&A/PLG.&ED./ Advt.2013
 
 Sub:- Interview for the post of 
  
 The following candidates are eligible for interview which is scheduled on
10th May 2014. The candidates are requested to 
Kanchanbagh, Hyderabad.
 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 
REPORTING TIME: 08 30 Hrs
 

Sl.No Regn. No.

1 100029 

2 100125 

3 100319 

4 100734 

5 100809 

6 100892 

7 102583 

8 103509 

9 104074 

10 104966 
 
GENERAL CONDITIONS:
 

1. Traveling Allowance
candidates) to attend the interview. The reimbursement will be restricted to 1st AC Sleeper to & 
fro train fare by the shortest route /Air fare in economy class by the shortest route or equival
amount. The reimbursement will be done as per the address details where the call letter for 
attending selection process has been sent and the amount will be reimbursed on production of 
onward journey tickets.  
any reason attributable to the candidate including non production of NOC wherever applicable, 
the travel fare will not be reimbursed. 

2. The call letters are dispatched to the candidates to thei
also emailed to the 
are requested to carefully read the conditions and strictly follow.
 

3. Please check
 
 

भारत डायनाम�स लमटेड  BHARAT DYNAMICS LIMITED

कंचनबाग: हैदराबाद  KANCHANBAGH: HYDERABAD
 

�नगम-काम�क एवं �शासन (योजना

CORPORATE-P&A PLG.&E.D.

P&A/PLG.&ED./ Advt.2013-1/AGM (Fin)/2014                 

Interview for the post of Additional General Manager (Finance)

The following candidates are eligible for interview which is scheduled on
The candidates are requested to report for

Hyderabad. 

DATE OF INTERVIEW:  10th MAY 2014 
REPORTING TIME: 08 30 Hrs 

Regn. No. Title Name Of Candidate

 MR DHANAPAL D 

 MR SAUMEN DAS GUPTA

 MR ANUJ KUMAR GOEL 

 MR DHARMENDRA KUMAR PORWAL

 MR M RADHAKRISHNAN

 MR PRADEEP KUMAR 

 MR GOPARAJU BHASKAR PRASAD

 MR SUPARTHA SEN 

 MR MANOJ KUMAR 

 MR SONTI SREERAM 

GENERAL CONDITIONS:  

Allowance: Candidates will be reimbursed 
candidates) to attend the interview. The reimbursement will be restricted to 1st AC Sleeper to & 
fro train fare by the shortest route /Air fare in economy class by the shortest route or equival

reimbursement will be done as per the address details where the call letter for 
attending selection process has been sent and the amount will be reimbursed on production of 
onward journey tickets.  In case the candidate is not permitted to 
any reason attributable to the candidate including non production of NOC wherever applicable, 
the travel fare will not be reimbursed.  

The call letters are dispatched to the candidates to thei
 respective e-mail IDs mentioned in their 

are requested to carefully read the conditions and strictly follow.

check our web site on day-to-day basis for further updates

BHARAT DYNAMICS LIMITED 

KANCHANBAGH: HYDERABAD 

योजना एवं का.�व.) 
P&A PLG.&E.D. 

GM (Fin)/2014                         Dt: 05-05-2014 

General Manager (Finance) 

The following candidates are eligible for interview which is scheduled on
report for the interview at 08 30 Hrs at BDL, 

Name Of Candidate Category 

UR 

SAUMEN DAS GUPTA UR 

 UR 

DHARMENDRA KUMAR PORWAL UR 

M RADHAKRISHNAN UR 

UR 

GOPARAJU BHASKAR PRASAD UR 

UR 

UR 

UR 

Candidates will be reimbursed travel fare (only for outstation 
candidates) to attend the interview. The reimbursement will be restricted to 1st AC Sleeper to & 
fro train fare by the shortest route /Air fare in economy class by the shortest route or equivalent 

reimbursement will be done as per the address details where the call letter for 
attending selection process has been sent and the amount will be reimbursed on production of 

rmitted to appear for the interview due to 
any reason attributable to the candidate including non production of NOC wherever applicable, 

The call letters are dispatched to the candidates to their respective postal addresses and 
mentioned in their online application. The candidates 

are requested to carefully read the conditions and strictly follow. 

for further updates. 

DY. GENERAL MANAGER 
C-P&A (PLG. & ED.)/HRD 

The following candidates are eligible for interview which is scheduled on  
at BDL, 

travel fare (only for outstation 
candidates) to attend the interview. The reimbursement will be restricted to 1st AC Sleeper to & 

ent 
reimbursement will be done as per the address details where the call letter for 

attending selection process has been sent and the amount will be reimbursed on production of 
interview due to 

any reason attributable to the candidate including non production of NOC wherever applicable, 

and 
he candidates 

 


